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Contact Information:
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rabbykhairul@gmail.com ↗

EXPERIENCE

Software Developer
Flux IT ↗ || January 2021 - Present

● Converted a bunch of React class components to functional
components

● Refactored some components that were using jQuery under the hood
to work totally in the React way

● Wrote an API to generate data that was consumed by the front end to
display graphs

● Implemented custom scroll behavior by modifying an existing
pinch-to-zoom library as per project need

SIDE PROJECTS

Meme Gallery
Website ↗ | Github Repo > Front End ↗ | Back End ↗

Built with the MERN stack to upload/view  memes, images.

Users can save memes by pasting an URL / upload from the device, and can see
upload statistics for the last 7 days in a chart, and can delete memes / images
in a single click. Includes lazy image loading.

Shortify - URL Shortener
Website ↗ | Github Repo > Front End ↗ | Back End ↗

Intuitively easy to use URL shortener with beautiful UI and animations.

Front end built with React.js and back end built with Node.js, Express and
MongoDB.  Back end implemented by following the REST API  and MVC
conventions.

Chess Game
Github Repo ↗

Implemented a simple chess game that can be played on the console/terminal.

SKILLS

 Frameworks / Libraries:
React.js, Express.js, Redux

 Programming Languages:
JavaScript/Node.js,
TypeScript,  Ruby

Database Technology:
MongoDB, MySQL

Others:
Git, MVC, RESTful API,
HTML / CSS

EDUCATION

B.Sc. in Computer Science
and Engineering
University of Asia Pacific -
Dhaka

Higher Secondary
Education
Kabi Nazrul Govt. College -
Dhaka

OTHER PROJECTS

Handy Utility

Github Repositories:

Website ↗ | Front End ↗ | Back
End ↗

Includes an image resizer
and converter, pomodoro
timer and  a simple to-do
list.
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